
Competition
How wide is our new CLASSIC Line XL?

If you have read the CONTAINEX newsletter carefully, the solution is very easy. To participate 
in the competition, simply open the form via QR code or www.containex.com/competition
and fill it in.* The first 5 respondents with the correct answer will receive a high-quality polo 
shirt with CONTAINEX embroidery.**

In addition to our product portfolio, our new, three metre wide
CLASSIC Line XL offers you extra space.  

Our all-rounder for any purpose - the CONTAINEX CLASSIC Line – now available with a width of three 
metres! This not only creates an „airy“ sense of space, but also 20% more space per module. This allows 
us to offer you even more flexibility in the planning and use of space solutions of any size in proven 
CONTAINEX quality. The CLASSIC Line XL is also fully compatible with all panels and spare parts, so you 
do not have to make any compromises.

20% more space
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Dear CONTAINEX customers!

„Anyone who stops being better stops 
being good.“ At CONTAINEX, we live up 
to this well-known saying every day by 
working with all our energy to make both 
our products and our company constantly 
better.

In order to offer you even more flexibility 
in the planning and use of your space so-
lutions, we have developed the CLASSIC 
Line XL, which we present in the cover 
story. With our new standard lock box for 
storage containers, your belongings are 
now even better protected. In this issue 
we also present our solar module, which 
you can use to transform your cabin into 
a green and sustainable space solution. In 
addition to the demand for continuous de-
velopment of our products, social respon-
sibility, business ethics and sustainability 
are strong basic values of our corporate 
culture. The silver award from EcoVadis 
impressively confirms this effort - more 
about this on the back page. Did you also 
know that you can exchange your used 
space modules for new ones? Our „tip“ 
tells you more!

I hope you enjoy reading our news.

New CLASSIC Line XL module

More spacious Panels 100% compatible

*Entry deadline is 31.12.2023 **Employees of the companies of the WALTER GROUP (incl. CONTAINEX production plants) and their relatives
    are excluded from participation in the competition.



Sophisticated security solution for your container

Bracket for padlock The lock is protected

Ideal for the use in a self-storage business

Security first
Our storage containers are now equipped with lock boxes 
as standard.

Whether as additional storage space in your business or to store 
materials on the construction site our storage containers are the 
practical solution. We have now made our lock box even better so that 
your belongings are effectively protected.

The break-in protection made of robust, 6 mm thick construction 
steel is welded directly on to the double wing door at the factory. With 
paintwork in the desired colour from the CONTAINEX RAL chart, the 
lock box fits seamlessly into the overall appearance. A combination 
with our comprehensive security fittings is also possible. This means 
maximum protection for your storage container!
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Can be combined with security fittings



Available for CONTAINEX CLASSIC and PLUS Line Photovoltaic panelsHandling with crane or fork lift

Electricity from solar power
With our new photovoltaic modules, you can transform your cabin
into a cost-efficient and sustainable space solution.

Thanks to innovative technology, you can generate up to 2.55 kWp of green 
electricity* with our high-performance photovoltaic modules - this corresponds to 
the connected load of four fridges. This further reduces the CO₂ footprint of your 
space solution. The photovoltatic modules are compatible with all 20‘ portable 

cabins and sanitary cabins of the CONTAINEX CLASSIC Line and CONTAINEX 
PLUS Line ranges and can optionally be monitored and analysed via an app. Up 
to 16 pieces can fit on a truck, so you save on both transport costs and CO₂.
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Green electricity from solar power
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* The customer/system operator must check the country-specific, statutory registration requirements and compliance with the regulations of the respective network operator in advance. Electrical testing and commissioning may only be 
carried out by authorised specialist personnel. Retrofit KIT for zero-feed operation optionally available.

Cost-effective and

reducing CO2



Silver award for sustainability
CONTAINEX is one of the TOP companies audited by EcoVadis.

Social responsibility, caring for the environment and a high degree of business 
ethics are basic corporate values that are deeply rooted in CONTAINEX‘s 
corporate culture. Summarised under the term „Corporate Social Responsibility 

– CSR“, these values are the basis for long-term professional partnerships. In 
order to make these values visible, CONTAINEX has been evaluated by the global 
CSR rating agency EcoVadis. The result is a great award for the whole team!

You can find more information and short videos about our products
at www.containex.com/showpark.

It does not matter if it is a single module or an entire modular building: we are happy
to trade in your used CONTAINEX space solutions! So turn old into new and benefit from
the latest technologies (e.g insulation, fire protection), a modern look, simple processing
and much more.

For more information please visit www.containex.com/buy-back.

The buyback guarantee applies to reuseable containers and cabins in the European Union, Switzerland and the United Kingdom; limited in time to a maximum of 20 years. 
Anything older, by separate agreement.

Did you know that your used containers and modules
can be traded in for brand new ones?
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Our award-winning contribution to a more sustainable future

Tip
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